Abstract Due to the large amount of pages in Websites it is important to collect knowledge about users' previous visits in order to provide patterns that allow the customization of the Website. In previous work we proposed a multi-agent approach using agents with two different algorithms (associative rules and collaborative filtering) and showed the results of the offline tests. Both algorithms are incremental and work with binary data. In this paper we present the results of experiments held online. Results show that this multi-agent approach combining different algorithms is capable of improving user's satisfaction.
Introduction
Recommender systems technology usually applies technologies and methods from other information system areas, such as Human Computer Interaction and Information Retrieval. On most of those kinds of systems was possible to find algorithms and techniques used in Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery areas. The motivation of these areas is related to the analysis and processing of large datasets [1] . Considering the large number of pages in the Web, it became natural to apply this concept to the Web scope, resulting in the new area of Web Mining [2] [3] Recommender systems [3] have had several improvements over the last decade and are increasingly present in the websites. The recommendation of a set of Web pages of potential interest for the visitor of a website, based on the users' access history, aims to improve the users' experience, providing them with effective search tools. One of the current solutions that are being proposed to address this problem is using autonomous agents. Multi-Agent Systems [4] is a research area that has been in great development over the last decade and, given their characteristics, allow the combination of multiple recommendation algorithms, increasing the chances of the suggested recommendations are effectively of users interest. The multi-agent approach is being proposed because of its flexibility and its capability of dynamic adaptation to the Web applications needs [5] . Moreover, MultiAgent Systems are already used for automatic retrieval and update of information in Websites [6] . In previous work [7] we presented the implementation of a multiagent recommender system, and the results of offline experiments.
In this paper we present the results of online experiments of the multi-agent recommender system, using a Website with photographs that was built for this purpose. Different incremental algorithms based on binary data produce itembased recommendations and make bids to provide the next set of recommendations to the user. Agents are cooperative in the sense they base their bids on client's satisfaction instead of their own revenue and they share the same data. However, their results are not combined in order to provide recommendations. Our goal is to show that online experiments confirm the results of the ones taken offline.
The remaining of the paper starts by presenting previous approaches and applications in the area of recommender systems and multi-agent systems, followed by the description of our approach. The results of the experiments online, and some conclusions and future work complete the paper.
Previous approaches and applications
In [8] is described a global vision on adaptive Web sites, which is based on user interaction analysis. Some approaches were proposed, such as reorganization of the Website [9] , use of recommendations in the pages [10] , automatic categorization of user actions [11] , or seek of relevant Web sequence paths using Markov models [12] .
Recommendation systems include several algorithms and techniques, such as the combination of clustering with nearest neighbour algorithms [13] , Markov chains and clustering [14] , association rules [15] , and collaborative and contentbased filtering [16] . Web dynamics has been controlled, for instance, by efficient incremental discovery of sequential Web usage patterns [17] , and on-line discovery of association rules [18] . Data-driven categorization of Website usability may be done by typical usage patterns visualization [11] or with objective metrics [19] .
Some platforms already implemented, like WebWatcher, use previous users' knowledge to recommend links [20] , while AVANTI implements an adaptive presentation based on a model constructed from user actions [21] , and WUM infers a tree structure from log records enabling experts to find patterns with predefined characteristics [22] . In [23] it was proposed an integrated tool (HDM) to discover access patterns and association rules from log records in order to automatically modify hypertext organization.
Multi-agent approaches for developing complex systems, like Web adaptation, were defended in [24] . Intelligent agents may also be an important contribution for autonomic computing [25] . Such systems main characteristics are being complex systems with self-administration, self-validation, self-adjustment and selfcorrection. Web adaptation systems should also have these characteristics, because Website environment dynamics requires either a high degree of system automation or high allocation of human resources. The use of autonomous agents in a similar context can be found in [5] , where a multi-agent platform for personalization of Web-based systems was proposed, due to its flexibility and its dynamic adaptation to Website needs. Another important usage of multi-agent systems in this context is the automatic collection and update of information in Websites [6] .
Some related work including a web adaption platform [26] and an implementation of collaborative filtering using an incremental approach [27] were also important for the architecture of our system.
Multi-Agent Approach
The multi-agent system recommender [7] was implemented taking into account that agents should answer rapidly to any request from another agent and prepare in advance for the next request, and tasks that involve a large amount of time (like updating the model) should not interfere with the performance of the system.
Recapitulating what was described in that paper, two recommender agents were created. The first one generates single-condition association rules and the second one uses a collaborative filtering algorithm. Both algorithms share a matrix Therefore, if a set of n recommendation is requested, the n best recommendations according to the confidence that satisfy minimum confidence and support requirements are proposed.
The collaborative filtering agent uses the same matrix to compute similarity, returning the top n most similar items: The multi-agent approach was implemented in Java, using the JADE platform [28] . The communication with the browser is implemented using AJAX [29] , us-ing XMLHTTPRequest interface, so that the user can consult the Web page without losing interest. The interaction between the user and the recommender system, as well as the recommender system architecture is presented in figure 1.
Fig. 1 Website and recommender system interaction

Experimental Results
In [7] we presented offline experiments focused on four datasets (obtained from real Web data records). In this paper we present and compare the results of online experiments with a photographs website [31] to the offline experiments.
Like in [7] , we consider each time recommendations are made four possibilities: a. No item was followed (discarded, no implicit knowledge -end of session). b. The set of recommendations was empty.
c. An item not in the recommendation set was followed. d. One of the recommendations was followed. For evaluation of performance, since the algorithms are incremental, which means we do not have a fix split for train and test sets, the evaluation that fits better to our case is a per-user variant, where predictions are computed and the ranking metrics are calculated for each recommendation, and the average over all recommendations gives the final value [32] .
There are two measures that we will use for evaluating recommendation: precision and recall [33] . Precision is the ratio of relevant items selected to number of items selected -it represents the probability that a selected item is relevant. Recall is the ratio of relevant items selected to total number of relevant items available. In our case, precision and recall are given by the following formulas (given N recommendations, and considering b, c and d of the list of possible situations above):
This measure is also applied to the recommendation system, which combines agents' algorithms. When the recommendation set is incomplete or inexistent (because it is the first time the item appears, so there are no correlations yet), the system completes it with the most popular items.
In our online experiments we used a photographs website [31] that was built for this purpose. The website includes 344 photographs, distributed by 8 galleries, in the total of 353 Web pages. For recommendation we only consider the dataset of the 344 items with photographs. We decided to present 10 recommendations to the user, each time a Web page is being consulted.
The online experiments were undertaken in two different phases: 1. Recommendations were turned off, meaning that the system did everything as usual except presenting the recommendations to the user. 2. Recommendations were presented to the users and could be followed. Table 1 shows the previous datasets used for offline experiments and new dataset used for online experiments -e1 and e2 refer to the respective phases. In order to analyse the results of our experiments for the two phases, we consider the tables 2 and 3, where the results are expressed in terms of the evaluation metrics (EM) recall and precision, considering association rules (AR), collaborative filtering (CF), the winner of auction (W) and the best possible result if the best recommendation was always chosen (B). Table 2 Results of experiments online -considering all records, even those where the user follows an item that does not belong to the item set. The end of session records were discarded. Also of interest for analysis are the results presented in table 4, where we show the impact of the presence of the multi-agent recommender system (MARS) in terms of the percentage of views of items eligible for recommendation. The dispersion graph of Figure 2 shows the distributions of item views obtained on online experiments. 
EM
Discussion and future work
Comparing the two phases of the experiments, we observe that for phase one, with the recommendations turned off, the CF based agent gets a better result than MARS. However, for the phase two of experiments, with the recommendations turned on, the MARS is able to obtain better results than the individual algorithms. From table 3 we conclude that, with MARS, the times the users follow a recommended item grows from 31.70% to 58.01%. The score for MARS outperforms the AR based agent in 5.8% and the CF based agent in 11.15%. Table 4 shows that with the recommendations turned on, the percentage of items (photographs) viewed, grows from 47.33% to 62.66%, the same happened with the percentage of those viewed items that followed a recommendation, 50.44% for e2 while for e1 is 23.76%. Figure 2 shows that with recommendations turned on is possible to detect more peaks, as a consequence of the users followed the presented recommendations, however, besides this, we could see that the page view distribution is similar with that obtained with de recommendations turned off. So, the MARS does not significantly restrict the range of viewed items.
As we can observe, the MARS is able to clearly outperform the individual algorithms when the recommendations were presented to the user and could be fol-lowed. We may also conclude that the increase in the items viewed, as well as in the followed items, when the recommendations were presented to the user, represents a benefit for the users as well for the website.
As future work, we intend to make more online experiments with this and other Websites, and to make some improvements to the MARS.
